It became very obvious that what was required was a means of uniquely tagging oil cargoes such that vessel, port and date of shipment could be determined unequivocally (Plate 1).
The search for a tracer ± DNA is the answer! For a tracer to be of value in marking oil cargoes it had to meet certain requirements:
. large number of unique tracers available;
. be used in minute concentrations (< ppb);
. totally secure;
. stable and permanent;
. easily formulated;
. harmless to the product and the environment.
No existing tracer system met all these requirements. However, by a fortunate quirk of fate, a professor of microbiology from Cardiff University, Howard Slater, had been investigating the possibilities of using deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) as a marker system in agricultural areas. It became very obvious to John Minton, managing director of MTD, that conceptually DNA met all the requirements for an oil marker. John Minton and Howard Slater began to work together to turn the concept into reality. This collaboration has resulted in three issued patents and one patent application relating to DNA marking of commodities.
The structure of DNA (the famous double helix) is now widely recognised. Each strand of the normally double-stranded molecule has a phosphorylated sugar polymer backbone to which are linked four bases, adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T). The order of these bases in the DNA molecule forms the basis of the genetic code. It is the pairing of an adenine on one strand to thymine on the other strand and the pairing of cytosine on one strand to guanine on the other strand that holds the two strands together. The fidelity of this pairing allows one single strand to act as a template for the production of the other strand (Figure 1) .
It is the ability of one strand of a DNA molecule to act as a template for the production of the other strand that forms the basis of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology that has revolutionised molecular biology. PCR allows the production of high numbers of a DNA molecule from starting low numbers very rapidly with absolute fidelity. This reaction would potentially allow very low concentrations to be employed as tracers. PCR requires knowledge of the DNA sequence. In the absence of the sequence information, the amplification reaction is precluded, thereby providing a degree of security. The ability to use PCR to amplify specific DNA sequences met two of our starting criteria, namely the need to use the tracer in low concentrations, and security.
It was also obvious that DNA molecules could provide large numbers of unique tags. If a DNA molecule was synthesised with a single base, there were four possibilities: A or T or C or G (4 n where n is the number of base positions It was thus possible to produce a large number of individual DNA tracers. The final questions that needed answering were: could the DNA tracers be formulated for addition to oil and then recovered, and were they stable? Simple laboratory experiments quickly confirmed that the answers to both these questions were yes. It appeared that MTD had the answer to the tagging of oil cargoes. Unfortunately, the oil price fell sharply and misappropriation of cargoes almost dried up. The market pull for the technology had seemingly disappeared.
Technical approach to tagging commodities with DNA
It did not take much lateral thinking to arrive at the conclusion that oil was not the only material that might need tagging to determine its origin unequivocally. MTD concluded that DNA tracers would have application in commercial and industrial sectors far removed from oil. In consequence a whollyowned subsidiary, Cypher Science Limited (CSL), was established to exploit commercially the value of DNA as a tracer. Shortly after CSL was established, a French associate company, Cypher Science SARL, was established to market and sell the technology into the high value branded goods market. Technical responsibilities remained with CSL in Cardiff.
The sequence of the DNA tags is generated randomly and is generally between 80-100 bases in length. Database searches are undertaken to ensure that the sequences generated have no homology with DNA sequences contained within various international databases. The sequences are also designed to incorporate sites easily recognised by DNA degrading enzymes (nucleases) to ensure that they are readily degraded if released into the environment.
Commercially available software checks the generated sequences for performance in PCR assays. The DNA tag sequences are also designed to allow fully quantitative PCR assays to be undertaken. This latter point is especially important as it was assumed that the industrial use of DNA tracers would invariably lead to cross-contamination of one tag with another. A simple end point assay would only allow the identification of the presence of the tags but not which was the real tag and which was the contaminant. The determination of the precise amount of each tag present would allow the identification of the prime tag, which would present in much higher concentrations than the contaminant(s).
The DNA tag sequences are e-mailed to a third party synthesis house and the finished product is invariably returned to CSL within two to three working days. The final DNA tag molecules can be functionalized at either end of the molecule if required. This can be done, for example, to impart greater hydrophobicity on the DNA molecules or prevent incorporation into natural DNA.
Once the synthesised DNA tracer molecules are received in the Cardiff laboratory they are specifically formulated for the chosen application. This formulation may include the addition of a secondary marker, which will permit the field-based identity of the presence of the DNA marker. This field technology will not provide the information on the sequence of the DNA tracer but will simply highlight that a DNA based marker has been added to the commodity. Final identification of the DNA sequence is a laboratory-based forensic test.
CSL maintains a secure database relating the DNA tracer molecule and its specific base sequence to, for example, client, commodity marked, batch marked, date marked etc. It has been suggested that the order of the bases in a DNA tracer can be used as the basis for an alphanumeric code. However, to encode the information contained in a database directly into a DNA molecule would require a molecule hundreds of bases in length. The best chemical synthesis systems lose efficiency very rapidly if molecules over a 100 bases in length are required. The alphanumeric approach, although intellectually attractive, is inefficient and uneconomic.
Application examples
Since its formation CSL, in conjunction with its French partner, has used DNA tracers on a large variety of commodities. 
diamonds (see Plate 2).
Although not extensive this list demonstrates the wide range of surfaces to which the product has been applied and successfully recovered. However, there is no one generic application and recovery methodology. Each application requires its own customised application and recovery procedure.
The DNA markers can be applied to solid surfaces in simple aqueous buffers and allowed to dry (Plate 3) or can be formulated in resins or varnishes to provide added protection. In either the dried state or embedded in resins, long-term stability studies have shown that the markers can be recovered and amplified at least two years after the original marking.
If marking liquids, such as mineral oils or inks, the DNA markers are dissolved in compatible solvents prior to addition. Under these circumstances there may be a need to functionalize the DNA marker to increase its hydrophobicity. The addition of the DNA tracers to ink permits the use of a wide range of printing systems, thereby simplifying the application.
The reasons why customers use a covert tracing system are as varied as the commodities that have been marked. Some customers have a particular interest in detecting the source of grey imports. The items are genuine but will derive from an authorized distributor moving product into another distributor's area. The product is sold at a reduced price, which can devalue the brand name and reduce the volume sold and the profits achieved by the genuine distributor. The provision of a unique covert tracer to every product released to a particular distributor assists in the process of identifying the source of grey imports.
Other customers may be interested in authenticating products. This is directly applicable in the antiques trade, although CSL has been involved in providing DNA markers to authenticate holograms, which have been used as anti-counterfeit measures. The authentication of documents can be achieved through the incorporation of a DNA tracer into the ink used to print the document. Counterfeiting of documents and other materials is extremely sophisticated and organised. It would be impossible for counterfeiters to determine the sequence of the added DNA marker, particularly in the presence of other masking DNA.
CSL has been involved in the marking of both coal and diamonds (Plate 2). The former involved the confirmation that coal found in sheds and the backs of cars had been stolen from particular coal stocks ± it had. The latter was an investigation to determine whether certain rough cut diamonds had been stolen and replaced ± they had not. CSL has tagged fuel oil cargoes to discover if the vessel was Plate 2 Sub-micron sized fluorescent particles embedded in a fissure in a rough diamond. Each bead has approximately 1,000 DNA molecules attached to it Plate 3 The continuous application of DNA tracer to high value silk-based material using the cargo for its own use. Bunker fuels have been marked directly to permit the source of marine pollution to be identified in the event of illicit discharges of ship slops. The tag is introduced into mineral oil cargoes or bunkers during loading at the manifold through the use of a proportionating pump. This ensures an even distribution of the tag into the oil.
The determination of the presence of the DNA tracer is a laboratory based forensic test. The DNA is extracted from the commodity prior to the determination of the sequence. Results can be obtained within one to two days of sample receipt. There is at present no field based (or online) technology, which would permit the presence of the DNA tag, and its sequence, to be determined on site. However, the rate of technology development in the field of molecular biology is very high and it is perfectly feasible that field based or online DNA sequence detection systems will be available in the next few years.
The detection of the presence of the DNA markers requires knowledge of the DNA sequences generated during the design phase. As this information is only available to CSL, it is impossible for potential counterfeiters to produce DNA tracers with the same precise sequence. It is perfectly possible for counterfeiters to use synthesis houses to generate DNA tracers. These counterfeit molecules would have completely different sequences from those of the real tags. The chances of a counterfeiter arriving at exactly the same sequence order for a DNA tracer of 100 bases in length is, as already discussed, about one in 10 60 .
Concluding remarks
The prime end-users of tracing/tagging technologies are understandably reluctant to publicise the fact that they are victims of counterfeiting or grey imports. Consequently, it is difficult, or impossible, to estimate the loss incurred by individual organisations. The European Union has attempted to estimate the loss in revenue to commerce through counterfeiting, grey imports and other fraudulent activities. Figures of hundreds of millions of ECUs lost annually have been quoted. Irrespective of the accuracy of this figure, there is no doubt that significant losses are being incurred.
The number of technologies currently being offered as anti-counterfeiting or product tracing systems is increasing. This is again a reflection of the scale of the problem being faced by commercial entities.
DNA tracer technology has been shown to have real value as a forensic tool in the fight against counterfeiting and other fraudulent activities. Interestingly, DNA tracers are finding a role in validating whether some overt anti-counterfeit systems are genuine! CSL has successfully used DNA tracer technology in a number of commercial arenas and is expanding the number and type of commodities that can be tagged. CSL is currently investigating whether DNA tracers have a role to play in monitoring the source and movement of environmental pollutants.
